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1. Overview and Operation 
 
Overview 
Scheduler object is used to turn on/off a bit or write a value to a word device at 
designated time. The time schedule setting is very flexible, it can be on daily 
basis or weekly basis. For more advance application you can use a table (a 
block of word devices) to set start and terminate time, then update the table at 
any scheduled time. 
 

 

 
Operation 
[Bit ON mode] 
After setting the [action mode], [start time] and [end time], users can touch 
Update setting button to make the system reads the new scheduled time. 

 

Set up start time 
and end time in 
this area 
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When reaching the designated start time, LB0 turns ON. 

 

 
When reaching the designated end time, LB0 turns OFF. 
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2. Setting Up the Screen 
 
[Bit ON mode] 
 
1. Click Scheduler object to select Bit ON and set action address to LB0. 
 

 
 
2. On Scheduler / Time Set tab, select Address mode, and set time setting 

address to LW0. 
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3. After all settings are completed, a new scheduler is listed in the table. 
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4. Follow the time setting address to set up related objects. 
 

 
 
5. Control (time setting address+0).  
Create a toggle switch object and set address to LW_Bit 0000000. This object 
is used to update new scheduled time. 
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6. Status (time setting address+1). 
Create two bit lamp objects and set address to LW_Bit 0000100 (Time 
acquisition complete) and LW_Bit 0000101 (error notification). 
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7. Action mode (time setting address+2).  
Create a toggle switch object and set address to LW_Bit 0000200. This object 
is used to enable end time. 
 

 
 

8. Start time (day, time setting address+3).  
Create seven toggle switch objects and set address from LW_Bit 300 to 306 
for each object.  
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9. Start time (hour, time setting address+4), (minute, time setting address+5), 

(second, time setting address+6).  
Create three numeric input objects and set address from LW4 to 6 for each 
object. 
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10.  End time (day, time setting address+7).  
Create seven toggle switch objects and set address from LW_Bit 700 to 706 
for each object. 
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11.  End time (hour, time setting address+8), (minute, time setting address+9), 

(second, time setting address+10).  
Create three numeric input objects and set address from LW8 to 10 for each 
object. 
 

 
 
12.  After all required objects and settings are completed; a demo project for 

scheduler is shown below. 
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3. Addresses 
 

The addresses used in this demo project are listed below. Please change 
these addresses according to your system. 

 
Object Address Object ID Detail 

Window10 
Bit lamp  LB0 BL_0  Action address 

 LW_Bit 
101 

BL_1 Error notification 

 LW_Bit 
100 

BL_2 Time acquisition complete 

Numeric 
input 

LW4 NE_0 Start time – hour 

 LW5 NE_1 Start time – minute 
 LW6 NE_2 Start time – second 
 LW8 NE_3 End time – hour 

 LW9 NE_4 End time – minute 

 LW10 NE_5 End time – second 

Numeric 
display 

LW9019 ND_0 Local hour 

 LW9018 ND_1 Local minute 
 LW9017 ND_2 Local second 
Toggle 
switch 

LW_Bit 
300~306 

TS_0~TS_6 Start time – week 

 LW_Bit 
700~706 

TS_7~TS_13 End time – week 

 LW_Bit 
000 

TS_14 Update setting 

 LW_Bit 200 TS_15 Enable end time 
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